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Abstract
Two intriguing forms of genome structural variation (SV) – dispersed duplications, and de novo
rearrangements of complex, multi-allelic loci – have long escaped genomic analysis. We describe a new
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way to find and characterize such variation by utilizing identity-by-descent (IBD) relationships between
siblings together with high-precision measurements of segmental copy number. Analyzing whole-genome
sequence data from 706 families, we find hundreds of “IBD-discordant” (IBDD) CNVs: loci at which
siblings’ CNV measurements and IBD states are mathematically inconsistent. We found that commonlyIBDD CNVs identify dispersed duplications; we mapped 95 of these common dispersed duplications to
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their true genomic locations through family-based linkage and population linkage disequilibrium (LD),
and found several to be in strong LD with genome-wide association (GWAS) signals for common
diseases or gene expression variation at their revealed genomic locations. Other CNVs that were IBDD in
a single family appear to involve de novo mutations in complex and multi-allelic loci; we identified 26 de
novo structural mutations that had not been previously detected in earlier analyses of the same families by
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diverse SV analysis methods. These included a de novo mutation of the amylase gene locus and multiple
de novo mutations at chromosome 15q14. Combining these complex mutations with more-conventional
CNVs, we estimate that segmental mutations larger than 1kb arise in about one per 22 human meioses.
These methods are complementary to previous techniques in that they interrogate genomic regions that
are home to segmental duplication, high CNV allele frequencies, and multi-allelic CNVs.
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Author Summary
Copy number variation is an important form of genetic variation in which individuals differ in the number
of copies of segments of their genomes. Certain aspects of copy number variation have traditionally been
difficult to study using short-read sequencing data. For example, standard analyses often cannot tell
whether the duplicated copies of a segment are located near the original copy or are dispersed to other
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regions of the genome. Another aspect of copy number variation that has been difficult to study is the
detection of mutations in the copy number of DNA segments passed down from parents to their children,
particularly when the mutations affect genome segments which already display common copy number
variation in the population. We develop an analytical approach to solving these problems when
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sequencing data is available for all members of families with at least two children. This method is based
30

on determining the number of parental haplotypes the two siblings share at each location in their genome,
and using that information to determine the possible inheritance patterns that might explain the copy
numbers we observe in each family member. We show that dispersed duplications and mutations can be
identified by looking for copy number variants that do not follow these expected inheritance patterns. We
use this approach to determine the location of 95 common duplications which are dispersed to distant
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regions of the genome, and demonstrate that these duplications are linked to genetic variants that affect
disease risk or gene expression levels. We also identify a set of copy number mutations not detected by
previous analyses of sequencing data from a large cohort of families, and show that repetitive and
complex regions of the genome undergo frequent mutations in copy number.
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Introduction
Genome structural variation involves the deletion, duplication, or rearrangement of genomic segments.
Though the identification of deletions and duplications is today an important part of genome analysis,
more complex features of genome structural variation remain invisible to routine analyses. These features
include the structure of dispersed duplications and the presence of de novo structural rearrangements at
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complex loci. These questions are even more difficult to study when copy number variants (CNVs) occur
at genomic loci which are part of segmental duplications or multi-allelic CNVs, which contribute most
genetic variation in gene dosage across the genome [1].

Dispersed duplications, in which a duplicated segment is inserted into a genomic locus distant from the
50

original copy, have been a particularly challenging form of copy number variation to analyze. Some
categories of dispersed duplication formation have been described and catalogued, including those created
by LINE transduction [2] and the retrotransposition of pseudogenes [3]. However, due to the enrichment
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of CNVs in segmental duplications and other repetitive sequences, it is often difficult to determine where
duplicate copies of a genomic segment reside; most CNV detection tools report duplications at the
55

location of the “known” sequence copy. This is often assumed to mean that the CNV is a tandem
duplication, although the true variant might be far from the original reference segment. Such an
assumption can confound downstream analyses of genomic variation; for example, a dispersed
duplication called as a CNV at the original segment site will not be in linkage disequilibrium (LD) with
nearby variants, possibly causing disease association signals to be discarded or obscuring functional
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effects of dispersed duplication insertions. Previous studies have attempted to map dispersed duplication
insertion locations using LD signal with nearby SNPs [4] or by analyzing and assembling read pair
signals [5], but in many cases neither of these signals can be measured unambiguously with short-read
sequencing data due to repetitive sequence at or near the insertion point.
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Though de novo mutations have a large impact on neurodevelopmental and other disorders, analysis of de
novo copy-number mutations has largely been limited to simple, single-copy regions of the genome.
Previous studies have identified large de novo copy number changes in families and shown that they
contribute to risk for diseases including autism and schizophrenia [6,7]. More-recent studies have used
whole genome sequencing data from families, including an autism cohort used in this study, to identify
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smaller de novo CNVs [8–10]. All of these analyses, however, have largely depended on measuring an
increase or decrease in the total array intensity, read depth, or paired-end and split read mapping signals
in a proband as compared to the same signals in both parents or the entire cohort. Such approaches
therefore do not generally detect de novo copy number changes at sites of common or multi-allelic CNVs
(mCNVs), since doing so comprehensively requires at least partial decomposition of the copy-number
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alleles transmitted within a family. Palta et al. [11] devised a strategy for this problem based on
combining CNVs called from array genotyping data, B-allele frequency, and pedigrees, but were limited
by the resolution and accuracy of array-based data and could solve only some cases of CNV transmission.
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DNA data from families has long been used to reveal and apply principles of molecular inheritance.
80

Family data provides powerful ways to critically evaluate genotype or sequence data quality, as highquality data should have few inconsistencies with Mendelian inheritance. Rare exceptions to Mendelian
inheritance are today used to find de novo mutations in father-mother-offspring trios [12,13]. Apparent
Mendelian inconsistencies, when genomically clustered, revealed deletion polymorphisms segregating in
the human genome [14,15]. Data from more family members allows more-complex analyses. The sharing
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of long genomic segments among relatives in three-generation pedigrees was used to create the first
linkage maps of the human genome [16]. The boundaries of shared segments correspond to crossover
events, which have been inferred from family-level single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) and sequence
data [17,18].
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Sequencing data from quartets allows the mapping, along each chromosome, of siblings’ identity-bydescent (IBD) state – the number of parental haplotypes (ranging from zero to two) shared by the siblings
at every genomic locus. Determination of IBD state in quartets has previously been used to identify
crossovers, control genotyping error rates, improve phasing, and accurately estimate mutation rates for
SNPs and small indels [18–20].

95
Here, we show that IBD state also makes strong, testable predictions about the mathematical relationships
among copy-number measurements for parents and children – and that violations of these relationships
can be leveraged to conduct previously impossible analyses of some kinds of copy number variation
(CNV). We describe a new approach based on the combination of IBD analysis and accurate copy
100

number quantitation from whole genome sequencing data, finding that this approach allows insights about
dispersed duplications, even at genomic loci with complex and multiallelic copy number variation, and
can be used to identify previously hidden de novo copy number changes.
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Results
Our approach to analyzing family-level sequence data is to find genomic regions in which segmental copy
105

number measurements and sibling IBD states initially appear to be incompatible. IBD state makes strong,
testable predictions about the mathematical relationships among copy-number measurements for parents
and children (Fig 1A), provided that segmental copy number can be measured precisely (rather than just
approximately). For example, if siblings are IBD-2 at a locus, then all segmental copy-number
measurements should agree precisely; if they are IBD-0, then their copy number measurements should
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sum to the same integer as the sum of their parents. A more-complex mathematical relationship governs
IBD-1 regions (Fig 1A). These rules are akin to determining whether a set of SNP genotypes in a
pedigree are concordant with Mendelian transmission of alleles, but they generalize this approach to the
case in which a genotype can be any of many different possible integers. Violations of these relationships
can be detected and further analyzed. An overview of our workflow is given in Fig 1B. We first use
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whole genome sequencing (WGS) data aligned to GRCh37 to call SNPs and indels; these data inform the
inference of IBD state across the genome for each quartet. In addition to using fine-scale variants to
analyze IBD, we also use read depth signal to identify CNVs, and, critically, to determine integer copy
number at every CNV site, in each genome in the cohort. We refer to the copy number state of all four
members of a quartet at a CNV locus as a qCNV. We combine IBD state information with qCNVs to
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evaluate whether the segregation of copy numbers in the family is concordant with the IBD state at the
putative locus of the CNV. We then further evaluate IBD-discordant (IBDD) qCNVs to determine the
cause of discordance.
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Fig 1. Identifying genomic loci at which sibling identity-by-descent (IBD) and copy number
measurements are inconsistent.
(A) The level of IBD sharing between two siblings at a locus prescribes a mathematical relationship
among the copy number states in their family for that locus. At IBD-2 sites, the diploid copy numbers
(DCNs) of the two siblings must be equal. At IBD-0 sites, the sum of the siblings’ DCNs must be equal
to the sum of their parents’ DCNs. At IBD-1 sites, there must be an integer solution to a system of
equations that models the haploid copy numbers with a shared parental allele. We identify CNVs for
which copy-number measurements violate these mathematical relationships. (B) Analysis workflow.
We begin by calling SNP genotypes and copy number states at CNV sites. Based on the SNP genotypes
we determine the IBD state of each pair of siblings at every locus in the genome. We then examine the
7
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copy number state of each quartet at each CNV site (qCNVs) to determine whether it is concordant
with the sibling IBD state. If many families have IBD-discordant (IBDD) qCNVs, we combine IBD
information from all quartets to determine the most likely insertion site for the duplication in the
genome. If only one or a small number of families have IBDD qCNVs at the site, we further evaluate
whether the discordance is due to a de novo mutation.
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Our methods identified a median of 167 IBD blocks, with each block corresponding to a specific number
of parental haplotypes shared (IBD-0, IBD-1, or IBD-2), per sibling pair. These represent 72 autosomal
recombinations per child in the cohort, after removing blocks beginning or ending at telomeres (S1 Fig).
IBD block sizes had median and mean lengths of 9.8MB and 16.1MB, respectively. (Although our IBD
analysis method does not explicitly distinguish paternal from maternal sharing of IBD-1 blocks, we found
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that this could be resolved in most cases given SNP data from the parents: among those IBD-1 blocks
with at least 50 SNP sites that were informative for parental haplotype sharing, 97% had agreement
among at least 95% of the informative sites about the parent of origin of the shared haplotype (S2 Fig).)

To precisely measure integer copy number at CNV loci, we used methods described in Handsaker et al.
135

[1] and implemented in the Genome STRiP software package. We used three different pipelines based on
Genome STRiP algorithms to identify CNV sites (more detail in Methods). The first pipeline discovers
CNV sites based on changes in the read depth signal at uniquely mappable regions of the genome; in our
cohorts, this detected a median of 1,722 copy-number-variant sites, with deletions and mixed sites of at
least 1Kb and duplications of at least 1.5Kb in length per sample (S3 Fig), prior to merging calls together
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across the cohort. The second pipeline measures read depth within pairs of annotated segmental
duplications on the reference genome (Methods). Finally, we looked for retroposed pseudogenes by copy
number genotyping sets of intervals corresponding to the exonic regions of all annotated transcripts. For
each method, we merged all calls into a single call set and cross-genotyped every call in each of our
cohorts.

145
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As described above, by examining the integer copy numbers of all members of a quartet at a CNV site,
we can determine whether or not the copy number state of the quartet is concordant or discordant with
the called IBD state (Fig 1A). Wherever a qCNV is discordant with IBD state (“IBD-discordant”, or
IBDD), the discordance must arise from one of the following possibilities: (i) an error in calling the copy
150

number of one or more of the family members; (ii) an error in determining the IBD state at the locus; (iii)
the CNV could be a dispersed duplication in which the duplicated copies are inserted at a location in the
genome where the siblings are in a different IBD state; or (iv) the IBD discordance could be due to a de
novo mutation. In the following sections we explore the latter two possibilities while attempting to control
for or model sources of error.

155

Dispersed Duplications
For CNV loci at which multiple quartets had copy-number measurements that were IBDD, we tested the
possibility that the discordances were due to the presence of a dispersed duplication. We developed a
method to localize the dispersed insertion based on linkage mapping, drawing upon the IBD information
and copy number measurements from all members of the 763 pairs of siblings and their parents in the data
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set. Briefly, we evaluate every possible location on the autosomes as a potential insertion site and
determine the log odds (LOD) of observing the copy numbers of all samples for the CNV given their IBD
states at that location as compared to the original CNV site. We calculated likelihoods using a
probabilistic model that accounts for potential errors in copy number measurement and IBD state calling.
By normalizing and integrating LOD scores at each location, we were able to compute an estimated 95%
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confidence region (CR) – analogous to a linkage peak – for the genomic location at which the duplicate
sequence is located. Fig 2 shows an example highlighting a 2.6kbp duplication in an intronic region of the
NEGR1 (neuronal growth regulator 1) gene. We conducted this analysis for duplications observed at a
single interval in the reference genome, duplications of repeated sequence represented by segmental
duplications in the reference genome, and sets of intervals representing cDNA sequences of annotated
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transcripts – the latter being an attempt to find insertions of retroposed pseudogenes. Our method
identified 95 dispersed duplications for which an insertion location (distinct from the source locus) was
confidently predicted by IBD analysis (S1 Table; plots similar to Fig 2 for each dispersed duplication are
given in S1 Appendix). In addition, for two dispersed duplications for which our method could not find a
confident insertion location prediction in the autosome, we noticed that copy number status correlated
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with having a Y chromosome, and were thus able to predict that their duplicate segments are inserted on
the Y chromosome.

Linkage disequilibrium provides an additional source of information for localizing dispersed duplications
[4]. We conducted LD mapping for our identified dispersed duplications by performing a series of
180

genome-wide association mappings using the copy number of each variant as the associated trait (Fig 2D
and 2E) within a subset of parent samples from our cohort. Of 95 dispersed duplications analyzed, we
found that 84 of the events had an LD peak within the 95% confidence interval for the insertion location
computed by IBD-based localization; an additional 4 had a peak within the 99% confidence interval. For
26 of these 84 sites with LD peaks within their IBD-based mapping confidence intervals, this was the
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only genome-wide significant association peak. The remaining 58 of these sites had more than one LD
peak — potentially reflecting mismapped SNPs — illustrating cases in which IBD-based mapping
provided uniquely useful mapping information. Of these, many had additional peaks of association near
the annotated CNV site. Although we masked markers within the duplicated segment which we were
studying to prevent paralog-specific variants (PSVs) on the inserted copy from providing a spurious LD
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signal, it is possible that the actual duplicated region included additional sequence that is paralogous to
the surrounding region that might harbor PSVs. The remaining 11 sites did not have an LD peak that
agreed with their IBD-based mapping.
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Fig 2. Localization of a dispersed duplication by linkage and association analysis.
(A) Distribution of copy number measurements from 2076 samples for a 2.6kb duplication annotated as
residing within an intron of NEGR1. (B) Copy number distributions of example IBD-discordant
quartets at this site. 147 quartets exhibited IBDD copy number measurements at this locus. The most
frequent configuration of copy numbers (qCNVs) within discordant quartets in each IBD state is
shown. (C) LOD scores, plotted across the entire genome, of the likelihood of each tested segment
containing the insertion of the duplicated sequence. (D) Zoomed-in plot of the data from (C) in a
10Mbp window centered on the 95% confidence interval of the insertion locus predicted from the LOD
scores. (E) Manhattan plot of association between SNP genotype and copy number state in the parents.
(F) Data from (E) zoomed-in to the same 10Mbp window shown in (D) shows that the linkage and
association analyses are concordant, and that the association analysis further localizes the insertion. All
coordinates refer to GRCh37.
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64 of the regions duplicated by dispersed duplication events in our call set intersected with annotated
genes. These included 6 retroposed pseudogenes in which a gene’s exons (but not its introns) were
duplicated. 65 of the duplicated regions intersected annotated segmental duplications, and 6 of those were
identified only by analyzing copy numbers across both regions of a segmental duplication. Allele
11
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frequencies of the dispersed duplications ranged from 1% to events for which almost every genome
200

appeared to have at least one dispersed copy of the duplicated segment. 31 of the 95 events were
interchromosomal, involving the migration of genomic sequences to other chromosomes; in the rest the
dispersed duplication was localized to the same chromosome as the duplicated segment. We observed
relatively little overlap with previous lists of dispersed duplications; only 6 of our variants matched events
described by Conrad et al. [4] which to the best of our knowledge is the largest earlier catalogue of
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dispersed duplications based on population-scale data. The low overlap between the two sets of results
can be explained by differences in the data types — the prior study used SNP genotyping array data rather
than WGS — and in the analytical approaches: as we describe below, the LD-based mapping approach
used in the prior study is complementary to our IBD-based method and can be used to confirm its results,
but it identifies different sets of duplications when used as the primary mapping technique. The six
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retroposed pseudogenes were fewer in number than those discovered in previous studies that used read
pair and split read mappings [21,22], indicating that methods that look for breakpoints (rather than
measure the copy number of genomic segments) may provide a more sensitive screen for these events,
likely due to the non-repetitive nature of the duplicated exonic sequence.
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Given the high rate of overlap of dispersed duplications with annotated segmental duplications, we
speculated that segmental duplications may play an important role in dispersal. For 31 of the 65 events for
which the observed CNV region overlapped with one paralog of an SD, at least 50% of the 95%
confidence region (CR) for the insertion location of the duplicate sequence also lay within segmental
duplications. Further investigation revealed that in 37 of the original 65 events, the 95% CR for the
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duplication locus at least partially overlapped an annotated segmental duplication that was paralogous to
the source locus. This leads us to hypothesize a mechanism for the formation of events that appear as
dispersed duplications in read depth-based analyses, but are the result of polymorphic deletions in one
copy of a segmentally duplicated region (Fig 3). For these loci (about 40% of the total), the dispersed
duplication is an older event that may well be fixed (monomorphic) in human populations; polymorphism
12
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arises from a subsequent deletion within one of the paralogs. If the human reference genome is
constructed from individuals who carry the haplotype with the deletion (or if the duplicated nature of the
sequence is unrecognized during genome assembly), sequencing data from individuals who carry one or
more haplotypes without the deletion appear to indicate a duplication relative to the reference genome.
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Fig 3. Dispersed duplications caused by segmental duplication (SD) followed by partial deletion.
(A) A model of dispersed duplication formation through SD and deletion. First, a segment on an
ancestral haplotype is duplicated to another locus. In a later generation, part of one of the duplicate
segments is deleted; the deletion remains polymorphic in the population. The human genome reference
is built from a haplotype that carries the deletion; a region smaller than the original duplication is
annotated as the SD. Finally, when a genome which does not carry the deletion is sequenced, reads
from the region matching the deleted segment map to the area adjacent to the annotated SD. (B) An
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example of an observed duplication that matches this pattern. The dispersed duplication is located on
chromosome 22, flanking an annotated SD with chromosome 7. In this case, we observe read pairs with
mates mapped to chromosome 7, allowing us to pinpoint the exact insertion location of the duplication.
Read pairs from a randomly chosen sample are depicted. The bounds of the duplication and the 95%
confidence interval for the insertion location based on IBD mapping are highlighted. Gene annotations
and segmental duplications in the region of the CNV and near the insertion location at the MAD1L1
locus on chromosome 7 are shown. C) A close up of the insertion region as identified by read pair
mapping. The insertion lies adjacent to the other side of the SD from chromosome 22, as predicted by
the model in (A). This insertion is in strong LD (R2 = 0.93) with a nearby SNP associated with
schizophrenia, rs10275045. All coordinates refer to GRCh37.

A few dispersed duplications have been previously characterized and served as positive controls. For
example, our method identified the duplication of a large segment that includes DUSP22 from
235

chromosome 6 to a centromeric region of chromosome 16. A duplication between these two regions was
one of the earliest observed dispersed duplications in humans [23], and has been further elucidated by
multiple subsequent studies [1,24–26]. Our method also identified a portion of the well-characterized
segmental duplication of the HYDIN locus from chromosome 16 to chromosome 1 [27,28].
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In addition to these known large events, some of the dispersed duplications we identified occurred in
linked clusters, with a group of multiple nearby source CNVs for which IBD mapping predicted insertion
locations clustered nearby one another in a distal genomic location. In such cases it was difficult to
determine whether the clustered CNVs represented a single large event or multiple similar events;
therefore we have left them as separate events in this analysis. For example, we detected seven duplicated
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segments in a span of over 1MB along 1q21.2. While the IBD analysis-based insertion region confidence
interval for these events is large (S4 Fig), it includes 1p11.2, corresponding to a previously described
segmental duplication that includes the NBPF (neuroblastoma breakpoint family) genes [29]. This
segmental duplication is represented by new sequence in the GRCh38 reference. Because our study was
conducted with data aligned to GRCh37, we observe a duplication, whereas in GRCh38-aligned data one
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would observe a deletion of the new sequence; the presence of the event in this scan highlights that it is
polymorphic in copy number. In this region, the correlations between the copy numbers observed in
different samples at different sites in the cluster is high (S5 Fig), indicating that these duplications are
mostly part of the same event. In contrast, we also detected a cluster of dispersed duplications in
annotated segmental duplications in 8p23.1. IBD mapping placed their insertion locations approximately
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4MB away (S6 Fig), in a region on the other side of a polymorphic 4.2MB inversion which is known to
harbor copy number variability associated with the beta defensin gene family [30]. In this cluster of
CNVs, correlation between copy numbers at different sites is lower (S7 Fig), indicating that there may be
multiple dispersed duplication events carried on different haplotypes at this region. An additional cluster
of dispersed duplications can be found linking the segmental duplications on 16p13 and 16p12 which
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flank the XYLT1 locus, and another cluster is located within SDs in 17p11.2 which are associated with the
CNVs which cause Smith-Magenis and Potocki-Lupski syndromes [31].

We found 3 cases in which a dispersed duplication polymorphism was in LD with a genome-wide
significant GWAS SNP [32] at the dispersed duplication’s predicted destination locus (Table 1). (All
265

three of the correlated SNPs were within 200kb of the maximum LOD score IBD mapping site for the
dispersed duplication predicted by our methods, supporting the accuracy of the mapping approach.)
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Table 1: Dispersed duplications in LD with significant GWAS SNPs.
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Disease or Trait

GWAS index
SNP ID and
location

CNV Source
Location (s)

Dispersed
Duplication
Location
(MAX LOD
score)

LD (R2) of
dispersed
duplication
to GWAS
index SNP

Lipoprotein (a) cholesterol levels
[33]

rs1620921
6:161,197,087

6:153,742,231153,747,450
6:153,748,600153,752,000

6:160,998,148160,999,191

0.516

Autism spectrum
disorder, attention
deficit-hyperactivity
disorder, bipolar
disorder, major
depressive disorder,
and schizophrenia
(combined) [34]

rs8321
6:30,032,522

12:133,085,650133,088,265

6:29,958,52629,958,531

0.964

Schizophrenia or
bipolar disorder [35]

rs10275045
7:1,920,826

22:23,771,60023,774,339

7:1,886,3331,886,388

0.934

Genes
Near
Source
CNV

Genes
Near
Duplication
LPA,
PLG

FBRSL1

HLA-H
HLA-G
HLA-J

MAD1L1

All coordinates refer to GRCh37.

Two of the linkages between GWAS SNPs and dispersed duplications are most likely due to the presence
of long LD blocks in the regions in which they occur. For example, in the HLA region on chromosome 6,
the LD between the duplication of sequence from chromosome 12 and a GWAS SNP associated with
275

psychiatric diseases including ASD and schizophrenia is likely simply due to the presence of both alleles
on a long haplotype. Similarly, in an event that duplicates sequence from 6q25 to 6q26, annotations of the
duplicated region show that much of the duplicated sequence content is made up of human endogenous
retrovirus, and therefore matches a known HERV insertion in this region [36]. The insertion site is
upstream of the LPA and PLG genes, and likely tags a haplotype containing LPA variation that is causal

280

for changes in lipoprotein(a) levels.
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Of more potential specificity is the duplication from chromosome 22 to chromosome 7, for which copy
number is strongly correlated with the index SNP for one of the strongest GWAS signals in schizophrenia
(Fig 3). This duplication, previously identified by Conrad et al. [4], is inserted into an intronic region of
285

MAD1L1, adjacent to an annotated segmental duplication between 7:1,914,665-1,916,576 and
22:23,774,213-23,776,121. The SNP with which it is in high LD, rs10275045, is approximately 5kb
upstream on chromosome 22; this SNP is also listed as an eQTL for the gene FTSJ2 in GTEx v7 [37].
The duplicated segment on chromosome 22 contains a ChromHMM-annotated strong enhancer in the
K562 cell line, according to data generated by the ENCODE project [38], raising the possibility that the

290

duplicated segment may contain regulatory elements affecting the expression of genes at its destination
locus, or alternatively that the haplotype represented in the reference genome represents the deletion of a
set of regulatory elements.

Based on the observation that many of the identified dispersed duplications overlap with annotated
295

regulatory elements, H3K27Ac marks, or DNase hypersensitivity clusters, we tested whether copy
number of dispersed duplications associated with changes in gene expression using publicly available
data. To do so, for each dispersed duplication we identified the annotated eQTL from GTEx v7 with
which it was in highest LD. For each such CNV-eQTL pair, we determined the copy number state and
SNP genotype of each GTEx sample, and then re-analyzed the eQTL’s expression data using copy

300

number status of the duplication as a covariate in the model. We found 166 instances where the copy
number of the CNV achieved nominal significance in a tissue data set for a given gene even after
controlling for the genotype of the previously reported eQTL. 22 different dispersed duplications passed
this threshold for at least one tissue-gene pair. The top results are summarized in Table 2, and the full set
is presented in S2 Table.

305
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Table 2. Top associations between dispersed duplication copy number and gene expression after
controlling for previously reported eQTL genotype.

310

CNV Location

eQTL

R2

Gene

Tissue

p-value of
copy number
in joint model

1:149,232,622-149,239,750

1:148,546,082

0.182

HIST2H2BB

Transformed Fibroblasts

1.67E-28

1:149,297,554-149,315,000

1:148,546,082

0.176

FCGR1C

Lung

3.41E-17

2:113,045,432-113,049,031

2:87,123,114

0.916

PLGLB1

Lung

5.88E-04

3:195,399,263-195,403,622

3:195,661,089

0.378

AC024937.4

Esophagus Mucosa

5.83E-13

5:177,217,820-177,221,664

5:175,469,223

0.857

RP11-826N14.2

Testis

4.18E-03

7:5,940,936-5,951,376

7:6,774,135

0.155

GRID2IP

Caudate Basal Ganglia

2.18E-02

7:64,551,729-64,554,250

7:55,803,970

0.876

NUPR1L

Esophagus Mucosa

1.05E-02

7:66,438,701-66,441,000

7:72,332,773

0.656

TRIM50

Artery (Tibial)

3.30E-02

8:7,211,500-7,227,500

8:11,985,833

0.452

RP11-351I21.11

Skin (Sun exposed)

2.33E-22

8:7,746,183-7,750,670

8:11,985,833

0.347

RP11-351I21.11

Skin (Sun exposed)

8.03E-16

8:7,773,888-7,791,373

8:12,002,588

0.413

FAM86B2

Artery (Aorta)

4.32E-07

8:12,235,600-12,248,700

8:7,744,937

0.287

FAM66E

Brain (Cortex)

2.05E-04

12:131,792,472-131,796,941

12:132,163,328

0.884

RP11-495K9.7

Testis

3.04E-02

16:16,629,916-16,637,000

16:18,776,381

0.267

NOMO2

Brain (Cerebellar)

1.03E-05

16:18,615,000-18,635,104

16:18,776,381

0.120

NOMO2

Brain (Cerebellar)

4.81E-05

17:16,656,700-16,709,271

17:18,477,409

0.984

CTD-2303H24.2

Brain (Hippocampus)

7.83E-03

17:16,710,600-16,725,700

17:18,477,409

0.738

KRT16P4

Testis

5.22E-05

17:16,744,849-16,747,500

17:18,477,409

0.752

KRT16P1

Testis

1.79E-03

17:18,624,874-18,633,247

17:15,525,044

0.428

AC005517.3

Esophagus Muscularis

2.07E-06

17:43,655,745-43,662,300

17:44,410,368

0.618

ARL17A

Skin (Sun exposed)

1.38E-26

17:62,915,465-62,918,489

17:44,410,368

0.662

ARL17A

Skin (Sun exposed)

2.55E-28

P-values were computed by fitting a joint linear model with GTEx covariates and the genotypes of a
correlated eQTL SNP as well as CNV genotypes. For each dispersed duplication with a nominally
significant result in at least one tissue, the most significant result is reported. HIST2H2BB lies within the
duplication event for the first two CNVs; the other genes listed here lie outside of the duplicated regions.
All coordinates refer to GRCh37.
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Dispersed duplications could in principle confound many kinds of genetic analysis, particularly those
looking for trans effects of quantitative trait loci (QTLs). For example, multiple studies [39,40] have
described trans expression-QTLs in which SNPs on chromosome 16 associate with expression of the
DUSP22 gene on chromosome 22; this effect may be more parsimoniously explained by LD between
320

these SNPs and the extra (dispersed) copy of DUSP22 near them on chromosome 16. In another example,
a recent survey of methylation QTLs [41] includes 10 trans mQTLs that match dispersed duplications in
our catalog, in that they can be explained by the insertion of a paralogous copy of the segment containing
the target CpG site near the candidate mQTL.

De Novo Mutations
325

Another potential cause of IBD-CN discordances are de novo mutations that occurred within specific
families. De novo copy number mutations have been profoundly important in genetic studies of
neurodevelopmental disorders, but to date their analysis has been largely limited to unique (single-copy)
regions of the human genome. We attempted to use IBD-discordancy to identify additional kinds of de
novo structural mutations. To produce a conservative list of mutation calls, we developed a set of

330

stringent filters and further curated the remaining loci (see Methods). Our filters removed loci at which
IBDD qCNVs could potentially have arisen from imprecision in copy-number measurement, or from
errors in IBD inference. In addition, since the other possible source of IBD discordancy is a dispersed
duplication, and our method for identifying dispersed duplications depended on observing the event in a
large number of families, we also removed loci with IBDD qCNVs that were observed in a small number

335

of families and in which the copy-number states observed in the family members were compatible with a
dispersed duplication event. Among 519 quartets on which we performed this analysis, 41 candidate de
novo mutations satisfied all of these criteria.
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In comparing our findings with those of earlier analytical approaches, we were able to make use of data
340

from three recent and well-validated studies of de novo structural variation events in a subset of the
samples used in this study [8–10]. We merged the mutation call sets from these three studies to produce a
list of 223 de novo SV events. Of these, 68 were non-somatic CNV events of over 1kb on autosomes.
These studies used methods which relied heavily on more traditional SV detection techniques, including
the analysis of paired end and split read mappings, and were tuned for sensitivity to smaller events in

345

regions in which CNVs are rare. Our method, in contrast, is designed to detect mutations in regions of
common copy number variation that are more difficult to analyze using these approaches. We found that
15 of our filtered CNV mutation calls matched events in this callset; the remainder were heavily enriched
for common and multiallelic CNV sites (see below). A list of the 26 remaining mutations not called in
the other studies is shown in Table 3, with more detail presented in S3 Table.

350
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Table 3. De novo CNV mutations that were not identified in previous analyses of WGS data from
the same families [8–10].
Coordinates

Length Type
(kb)

Genes

1:104,161,928-104,210,498

48.6 DEL

1:248,645,267-248,647,958

2.7 DUP

2:125,462,004-125,465,328

3.3 DUP

2:220,745,641-220,748,604

3.0 DUP

4:159,393,426-159,394,857

1.4 DEL

5:697,000-785,600

88.6 DUP

6:71,975,109-71,977,227

2.1 DUP

7:39,821,774-39,823,243

1.5 DEL

7:143,950,000-144,050,000

100.0 DUP

7:144,013,000-144,035,000

22.0 DUP

10:81,460,000-81,615,000

155.0 DEL

13:52,852,408-52,857,516

5.1 DUP

15:34,710,000-34,853,500

143.5 DUP

GOLGA8A, GOLGA8B

15:34,710,000-34,853,500

143.5 DUP

GOLGA8A, GOLGA8B

15:43,850,000-43,959,000

109.0 DEL

PPIP5K1, CKMT1B, CKMT1A, STRC,
CATSPER2

16:28,612,500-28,626,300

13.8 DEL

SULT1A1

16:74,395,000-74,462,000

67.0 DEL

NPIPL2, CLEC18B

17:18,990,000-19,100,100

110.1 DEL

GRAPL, KYNUP1

18:14,801,000-14,812,500

11.5 DEL

18:63,200,000-63,207,000

7.0 DUP

19:1,950,289-1,951,768

1.5 DUP

CSNK1G2

19:2,346,851-2,350,546

3.7 DEL

SPPL2B

19:40,367,999-40,384,255

16.3 DUP

FCGBP

19:43,827,760-43,833,148

5.4 DUP

22:20,332,500-20,660,000

327.5 DEL

22:24,281,500-24,343,000

61.5 Complex

AMY1A, AMY2A
CNTNAP5
RXFP1
ZDHHC11, ZDHHC11B
LINC00265
OR2A7, CTAGE8, ARHGEF35, OR2A9P,
OR2A1, OR2A20P
OR2A1
FAM22B, FAM22E
THSD1P1, TPTE2P2

ANKRD30B

RIMPB3
GSTT2B, DDTL, DDT, GSTT2, GSTTP1

All coordinates refer to GRCh37.
355
Of the de novo structural mutations revealed by our analysis, 29/41 mutations overlapped genes (71%); 21
of those were from the 26 mutations revealed only by our method. Many of the de novo mutations
overlapped segmental duplications (22/41; 54%); this is particularly true of the sites that were uniquely
called by our method (19/26; 73%). In contrast, the merged call set from the three previous studies
22
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contained only six events that overlapped segmental duplications (9%), three of which were also detected
by our approach. 18 of the 26 calls unique to our method were at sites with multiallelic copy number
variation (mCNVs); all but two of these also overlapped segmental duplications. 5 calls were at sites
where the majority of samples in the cohort have a copy number greater than the reference, 17 were at
sites where alternate copy numbers are common (MAF > 10%), and 13 were at sites at which both

365

deletion and duplication alleles are present in the population. By contrast, none of the sites in our call set
that were also detected in the comparison call sets have any of these properties. Of the 53 calls from the
merged comparison call set that were not made by our method, 11 occurred at sites or in samples that
were removed from our analysis by our QC filters; for the remaining 42 sites our input CNV call sets did
not contain a called site at the locus. These results indicate that our approach is able to call mutation

370

events at regions inaccessible to other methods, but that it depends heavily on the input CNV call sets,
which had not been tuned for sensitivity to rare events as was the case in the other studies.

Several of the de novo structural mutations occurred in structurally complex genomic regions that have
been of interest in disease studies. For example, we detected a large de novo mutation of the amylase gene
375

locus (Fig 4), a genomic region with many structural alleles and complex structures whose potential
influence on obesity and BMI has been debated [42–44]. Earlier work has suggested, based on the low
levels of LD of AMY-locus structural alleles to nearby SNPs, that specific structural alleles may have
arisen recurrently on multiple SNP haplotypes [42]. By phasing the SNP haplotypes and copy-number
measurements at this region in this family, we infer that the mutation was a deletion of 288kb – likely

380

mediated by non-allelic homologous recombination – that caused one of the common, previously
characterized structural haplotypes at this locus (AH7-3) to mutate into a much shorter form that
corresponds in structure to a different common allele (AH1) (Fig 4D). This provides direct evidence that
recurring mutation generates the complex relationships of structural alleles to SNP haplotypes previously
documented for the AMY locus [42]; such mutational processes are also likely to give rise to the recurring

385

mutations suggested by haplotypes at the complement component 4 (C4) locus [45].
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We also detected de novo mutations in two different ASD probands at the same 144 kb segment on
chromosome 15, between the GOLGA8A and GOLGA8B genes. An analysis of paralog-specific variants
at the locus confirmed that the IBDD qCNVs were indeed due to de novo duplications; in both instances a
390

paternal copy of the segment was duplicated in a proband affected by ASD (S8-9 Fig). GOLGA8 core
duplicons have been shown to contribute to chromosome 15q13.3 microdeletions – a known cause of
ASD, epilepsy and intellectual disability – and to have participated in evolutionary structural
rearrangements in humans and apes [46]. The detection of two different de novo mutations (among 1,038
offspring) at a single GOLGA8-flanked locus suggests that the mutation rate at this locus is appreciable.

395

This locus appears to carry a common deletion allele (9.2% allele frequency in our cohorts) and a rare
duplication allele (0.5%).

We also detected an example of complex structural rearrangement involving a deletion and duplication at
a site of common copy number variation containing the genes GSTT2 and DDTL (S10 Fig). The
400

glutathione S-transferase genes GSTT1 and GSTT2, which exhibit exuberant and common copy number
variation, have been the subject of at least 28 genomic studies of their potential associations to drug
metabolism and other phenotypes (S4 Table).
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Fig 4. A de novo structural mutation at the amylase (AMY1A/AMY1B/AMY1C, AMY2A/AMY2B)
gene locus on chromosome 1.
(A) SNPs where IBD state was confidently (phred-scaled quality >= 20) predicted along chromosome 1
are shown for the siblings in a quartet family. (B) Inferred SNP haplotypes for family members in a 6Mbp genomic segment containing the AMY locus. All SNPs informative for IBD state within a
6.13Mbp window centered on the AMY locus are shown. A dark vertical bar indicates that the phased
haplotype carries the alternate allele at that site. Position on the Y axis represents order of the SNPs
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used for the plot rather than genomic coordinates. The paternal and maternal haplotypes transmitted at
the AMY locus are highlighted in blue and green; the non-transmitted parental haplotypes are shaded in
light and dark gray. Although Sibling A’s paternal chromosome carries a recombination event 3Mbp
distal to the AMY locus, the two siblings are confidently inferred to be IBD-2 at the AMY locus. (C)
Normalized read depth across three regions within the AMY locus for 2,076 samples. The members of
the family discussed above are highlighted, with orange points representing the parents and yellow
representing the children. Note that despite the siblings’ IBD-2 state for the chromosomal segment
containing the AMY genes, measurement of copy number for various genomic segments at the locus
are highly discordant between the siblings (e.g. 3 vs. 9 copies of the segment shown on the left) and are
extremely surprising given the quantitative resolution/precision of the analysis. The hg19 AMY
reference haplotype is shown below, with paralogous sequences depicted as blocks of the same color.
Read depth of coverage was independently measured for each of the three sequences as indicated by
arrows. (D) A model of the structural haplotypes and mutation in the family that fits the observed copy
number differences. The model is based on the haplotypes described by Usher et al. [42]. In this model,
a deletion in Sibling A has caused a haplotype which carried the AH7-3 structure to mutate into a
structure that resembles the AH1 structure, with a single copy (instead of 7 copies) of the AMY1 gene.
The mutation likely occurred by non-allelic homologous recombination between paralogous segments
shown in purple.
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Combining the set of de novo CNV events observed in our analysis of the ASD cohort with the largely
complementary sets of CNV calls from the three previous studies [8–10] produced a combined call set
containing 94 de novo structural mutations, ascertained in 519 quartets with 1,038 total offspring. We
thus estimate that de novo CNVs of at least 1kb in size arise in 1 per 22 meioses. Of the 94 events, 55
410

occurred in unaffected siblings of ASD probands, indicating that mutational events of this size (1+ kb)
were not significantly more common in subjects with ASD, and that our mutation rate estimate is likely
not elevated by the presence of ASD patients in the cohort.

Discussion
We described an approach for combining IBD analysis in families with precise copy-number
415

measurements to identify dispersed duplications and de novo structural mutations of complex sequence.
For both dispersed duplications and mutations, our methods appear to be able to access forms of CNV
that are inaccessible to standard structural variation analyses based on discordant read pair or split read
mappings of short-read Illumina data. In particular, we detect many events in regions of the genome with
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common and/or multiallelic copy number variation. While many of these events may eventually be
420

detected with long read or linked read sequencing, the ability to detect them in abundant short-read WGS
data will allow them to be more conclusively evaluated for relationships to phenotypes.

Many events may have eluded our mapping approach, such that the numbers and frequencies we report
should be considered a lower bound. Our approach for identifying and localizing dispersed duplications
425

depend on observing multiple confidently genotyped CNV events at a locus in quartets that have a
recombination between the source locus and the location of the insertion (assuming intra-chromosomal
events, which make up the majority of those found by this study). Therefore, we are more likely to detect
events in regions of the genome with higher recombination rates. Our detection and mapping methods are
also likely to be successful only for events present at allele frequencies > ~1% in a cohort of 706 families,

430

and were conducted in a sample of families of primarily European ancestry; larger analyses of more
families and additional populations will almost certainly uncover and map many more such dispersed
duplications.

Some dispersed duplications appear to reflect ancient (perhaps fixed) dispersed duplications for which
435

one genomic copy was subsequently deleted (Fig 3). At such loci, it may be beneficial to add the deleted
paralog to the human genome reference in order to avoid the misalignment of sequences to its mate,
which can cause errors in variant calling, phasing, and other downstream analyses in those regions.

Awareness of dispersed duplications is important for avoiding confounding in association studies and
440

other genome-wide analyses. For example, consider the case of a dispersed duplication in the autosome
with the dispersed segment included on the Y chromosome. If PSVs from the dispersed segment are
called as SNPs in the autosomal interval, they can generate false associations for phenotypes (such as
ASD) with sex-biased incidence. It is therefore important to filter SNPs that are the result of dispersed
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duplication CNV PSVs from most association analyses. In addition, dispersed variants can cause the false
445

appearance of genomic trans effects, as we have highlighted in eQTL and methylation studies.

Highly copy-number-variable regions appear to be a substantial contributor to the overall CNV mutation
rate, comprising some 22 of the 94 structural mutations larger than 1kbp that have now been observed in
the widely studied families from the Simons Simplex Collection of the Simons Foundation Autism
450

Research Initiative. We note that we almost certainly underestimate the frequency of events in such
regions given that that (i) we exclude regions for which copy-number inference is imprecise (e.g. VNTR
regions with still-higher copy numbers), and (ii) we exclude events that are so close to a parental
haplotype recombination event that we cannot be sure of the exact location of the crossover. We are
therefore likely missing many events caused by non-allelic homologous recombination (NAHR) between
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homologous parental chromosomes, although we may be detecting NAHR events caused by crossing over
between sister chromatids in the process of sister chromatid exchange [47].

These results indicate that IBD can provide valuable additional information in structural variation
analyses. For example, confidently called IBD-2 blocks provide a wealth of “truth data” that can be used
460

to critically evaluate the calls made by variant calling methods, by evaluating concordance between calls
made on sibling-pairs in their IBD-2 regions. We find IBD-guided quality control and validation to be
useful in novel methods and pipeline development.

Methods

Data used
465

We analyzed copy number variation in quartet families from three separate cohorts. The first was a
collection of families affected by immune deficiency disorders (Cohort “ID”). Usable samples from this
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cohort included 35 fully sequenced quartets, 5 quintets (consisting of both parents and three children), and
1 sextet (both parents and four children), for a total of 171 total sequenced samples and 56 distinct sibling
pairs. Parents and unaffected siblings in this cohort were sequenced to a mean of 30X coverage, while the
470

affected siblings were sequenced to a depth of 60X. The second cohort was composed of 146 quartet or
larger families in which a single child exhibited schizophrenia, including 146 quartets, 18 quintets, and 2
sextets, for a total of 689 samples and 188 sibling pairs (Cohort “SCZ”). All samples in this cohort were
sequenced to a mean depth of 30X. The final cohort included in the analysis was the Simons Simplex
Collection (SSC) made available by the Simons Foundation Autism Research Initiative (SFARI; Cohort
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“ASD”). This collection consists of quartet families in which one child is affected with autism spectrum
disorder, and includes 519 quartets, for a total of 2076 samples sequenced. Combined, the three cohorts
include WGS data from 2936 samples, making up 706 families and 763 distinct sibling pairs. All data was
aligned to GRCh37 using BWA-MEM. SNPs and indels were called using the GATK best-practices joint
calling pipeline [48] independently within each cohort.

480

Calling IBD state in sibling pairs
We implemented an HMM-based method for determining the IBD state between siblings across the
genome given SNP genotypes of the entire quartet. First, we categorized the possible IBD states present at
each biallelic SNP site given the observed genotypes of the quartet as follows:

Parent1

Parent2

Sib1

Sib2

Possible IBD States

A/B

A/B

A/A

A/A

2

A/B

A/B

A/A

B/B

0

A/B

A/B

A/B

A/B

0,2
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A/B

A/B

A/B

A/A

1

A/B

A/A

A/B

A/B

1,2

A/B

A/A

A/A

A/A

1,2

A/B

A/A

A/B

A/A

0,1

A/A

A/A

A/A

A/A

0,1,2

485
We then analyzed biallelic SNP variants in each quartet using an HMM with hidden states for IBD-0,
IBD-1, and IBD-2, setting the observed value at each locus to be the set of possible IBD states given the
SNP genotypes in the quartet as described in the table above. For each state we allowed a 3% error
probability of observing an incompatible configuration, and divided the remaining emission probability
490

evenly among the valid observation states. In the case of IBD-1, we observed that a common genotyping
error mode was for all samples to be heterozygous, and so we allocated a 2% emission probability to that
state, dividing up the remaining 1% error probability among the two remaining incompatible
observations. Empirically, we found that our algorithm performed best when it was strongly discouraged
from switching state, and therefore we set transition probabilities to arbitrarily low values of 10-16 for

495

valid recombination possibilities and 10-18 for impossible state transitions; despite those values being
implausibly low from a biological standpoint, the model was robust to changes in those parameters. Initial
state probabilities were distributed uniformly.

Our approach is similar to that taken by ISCA [18,19] with several differences: ISCA allows for the
500

existence of “non-mendelian” states that are inconsistent with mendelian transmission rules for SNPs.
Their model add states for ‘compression blocks’, which model CNVs with multiple paralogs not
represented in the reference which lead to an overabundance of sites that appear to be heterozygous in all
members of the family, and a state that models other forms of mendelian inheritance errors. Rather than
30
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explicitly model these error states, we prefer to stringently filter the SNP sites that we use for IBD state
505

determination. We therefore masked all sites that: fell outside the 1000 Genomes Phase 1 strict analysis
mask; fell inside a low complexity region; occurred in the 1000 Genomes Hardy-Weinberg failure mask;
or overlapped with a set of regions with excess coverage in the 1000 Genomes phase three data set [49].
In addition, given a CNV call set, our tool masks SNP sites on a per sample basis in regions where that
sample has been determined to have a copy number different from the reference ploidy.

510
Our tool emits the most likely boundaries of IBD state blocks for each sibling pair, as computed by
executing the Viterbi algorithm on our HMM. In addition, it can optionally compute forward and
backward probabilities over the HMM and annotate each SNP site in the VCF with the posterior
likelihoods that the quartet being analyzed is in each possible IBD state. While we do not explicitly model
515

IBD-1P and IBD-1M as separate states in the HMM, we track the number of SNP sites that agree with
only paternal or maternal inheritance in IBD-1 segments. We then assign paternal or maternal shared
inheritance status to IBD-1 segments depending on whether there were more markers that disagree with
the former or the latter.

CNV calling and QC
520

We used Genome STRiP’s read-depth based CNV calling pipeline to discover CNVs and compute diploid
copy numbers in each of the three cohorts separately. Genome STRiP version numbers used for each call
set were r1659 for the ID cohort, r1685 for the SCZ cohort, and r1609 for the ASD cohort. The differing
versions should have no impact on the output of CNV calling. The ASD cohort was divided into nine
separate batches and CNVs were discovered in each independently. Sites discovered independently in

525

different batches were then de-duplicated using the following procedure: first, every site discovered in
any batch was copy-number genotyped in all samples. Sites were then annotated using Genome STRiP’s
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RedundancyAnnotator, and were kept if the duplicate score was set to zero or the site was never listed as
preferred to another site with zero discordant genotypes.

530

In the SCZ cohort, we found that many samples had a much greater than expected number of called CNV
variants and failed to give clean estimates of copy number dosage on the X and Y chromosomes. We
removed samples that failed a contamination analysis based on allelic depth at common SNPs, as well as
samples that had over 19,000 2kb windows for which we estimated a diploid copy number other than two
in stage 5 of the Genome STRiP CNV pipeline. Considering only intact families the size of a quartet or

535

greater after filtering, this left 454 samples in 106 quartets and 6 quintets.

To call copy number in paired segmental duplications, we used Genome STRiP’s segmental duplication
pipeline [1]. This pipeline estimates read depth at locations that have identical sequence between the
paired paralogs that make up the SD to call total copy number across the segmental duplication.
540
Finally, we produced a last set of copy number calls to try to identify retroposed pseudogene events, in
which we measured copy number only on the exonic regions of transcripts. To accomplish this using
Genome STRiP’s CNV genotyping pipeline, we created a series of genome masks, one for each transcript
in the ENSEMBL transcript database, which masked out all introns in the transcript. We then estimated
545

copy number over the interval spanned by the transcript to produce an estimate of exonic copy number.
For each gene, we chose the transcript copy number estimates that had the greatest separation between
estimated copy number clusters. This method proved to have limited utility, only recovering 6 nonredundant dispersed duplication calls, possibly because our current read depth collection methods are not
optimized for the short intervals defined by exons; refinement to this method could produce much better

550

results.
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Identification of IBD-Discordant CNVs
Given the IBD state segmentation of the genome and a set of CNV calls that include accurate estimates of
diploid copy number in each variable segment, it is possible to identify a set of CNV calls within a quartet
that are discordant with the predicted IBD state. First, we exclude all quartet and site combinations where
555

IBD segments were not explicitly called at the locus or not all of the members of the quartet had a
confident diploid copy number call. Then, we let 𝐶𝑁(𝑆& ),𝐶𝑁(𝑆( ), CN(P), and CN(M) be the observed
diploid copy numbers at a given CNV site for the first sibling, second sibling, father, and mother in a
quartet, respectively. The CNV is classified as discordant with the IBD state if any of the following
conditions hold:

560
•

The IBD state is IBD-0 and 𝐶𝑁(𝑆& ) + 𝐶𝑁(𝑆( ) ≠ 𝐶𝑁(𝑃) + 𝐶𝑁(𝑀)

•

The IBD state is IBD-1P and there is no integer solution to the system of equations (with a
corresponding set of equations for sites in state IBD-1M:
𝐶𝑁(𝑃) = 𝑝& + 𝑝(
𝐶𝑁(𝑀) = 𝑚& + 𝑚(

565

𝐶𝑁(𝑆& ) = 𝑝& + 𝑚(
𝐶𝑁(𝑆( ) = 𝑝& + 𝑚(
•

570

The IBD state is IBD-2 and 𝐶𝑁(𝑆& ) ≠ 𝐶𝑁(𝑆( )

For any given CNV locus and quartet we used the likelihoods that the sample has a given copy number at
that locus (provided by Genome STRiP’s read depth genotyping module [1] ) to determine the total
likelihood that quartet is discordant at the locus by summing over all possible CNV states for the quartet:

575
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𝑃0𝐷𝐼𝑆𝐶 (𝑞|𝐼 )5 =
6 𝑃(𝐶𝑁(𝑆& ) = 𝑖) 𝑃(𝐶𝑁(𝑆( ) = 𝑗) 𝑃(𝐶𝑁(𝑃) = 𝑘) 𝑃(𝐶𝑁(𝑀) = 𝑙) 𝐷𝐼𝑆𝐶(𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑘, 𝑙|𝐼)
<,=,>,?

Where i, j, k, and l are the possible copy number states of each sample, I is the inferred IBD state at the
580

locus, and 𝐷𝐼𝑆𝐶(𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑘, 𝑙|𝐼) is a function which returns zero or one according to the concordance rules
listed above given the quartet copy numbers and the chosen IBD state.

For segmental duplication CNVs, which link two separate genomic regions together, we follow the same
rules, but in most cases only evaluate IBD-concordancy at segmental duplications where both paralogs of
585

the duplication are in the same IBD state. See the section “Detection of Mutations in Segmental
Duplication Paralogs” for an exception.

Localization of dispersed duplication copies via IBD signal
We attempt to find the most likely locations for the insertion points of dispersed duplications observed
across many families as follows. We divided the genome into segments bounded by the SNP markers that
590

were used for IBD segment determination, and for each segment i, quartet q, and IBD state I, store the
posterior probability that 𝐼𝐵𝐷A,< = 𝐼, which we computed using the Forward-Backward algorithm on the
IBD state HMM. Since our IBD state detection algorithm does not separately model IBD-1P and IBD-1M
but uses a single state to represent IBD1, we approximate the posterior probabilities of the sub-states
representing paternal or maternal inheritance. To do so, we use the ratio of SNPs that support paternal (P)

595

or maternal (M) inheritance in the called IBD-1 segment s, adding a pseudocount to each value:

𝑃(𝐼𝐵𝐷A,= = 𝐼𝐵𝐷1𝑃) = 𝑃(𝐼𝐵𝐷A,= = 𝐼𝐵𝐷1) ∗

(𝑃A,D + 1)
0𝑃A,D + 15 + (𝑀A,D + 1)
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We can then find the likelihood that the duplicate copies of the CNV are actually inserted at segment i by
600

computing the value:

𝑃(𝐿𝑂𝐶 = 𝑖) = G 6 𝑃(𝐼𝐵𝐷A,< = 𝐼)(1 − 𝑃(𝐷𝐼𝑆𝐶(𝑄|𝐼)))
K

J

Where Q is the set of all quartets in the analysis. We then compute the log odds ratio or LOD score
605
𝑙𝑜𝑔

𝑃(𝐿𝑂𝐶 = 𝑖)
𝑃(𝐿𝑂𝐶 = 𝑥)

Where x is the source locus for the CNV. We found independent peaks in the distribution of LOD scores
across the genome using the peak-finding algorithm from the cardidates R package [50] and
610

considered alternate loci which have LOD scores greater than 10 and log10 likelihoods in the new location
i of at least -100 as potential dispersed duplication insertion sites.

Filtering of dispersed duplication candidates
Using the methods described above, we classified all called quartet genotypes at every CNV site called by
Genome STRiP as concordant or discordant. To remove sites with high error rates in copy number
615

genotyping, we filtered out sites with a CNQUAL score of 30 or less, a call rate less than 90% in any of
the three sample cohorts, or a cluster separation score (GSCLUSTERSEP) less than 5 in the ASD cohort.
After classifying the copy numbers at all remaining CNV sites, we excluded 13 quartets which had over
300 discordant CNV loci with a CNQUAL score of 60 or greater from further analysis. We then ran the
localization procedure described above on all CNV sites at which at least two quartets were IBD-

620

discordant and at least 10 quartets were IBD-informative at the site, with IBD-informative being defined
as having a set of diploid copy numbers that would be discordant with at least one IBD state: even if
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informative quartets are concordant with their called IBD state, they can be useful in localizing the
dispersed duplication. After running IBD-mapping, we removed sites with ambiguous mapping results by
eliminating those for which the value of the second highest LOD score peak was within 10 of the highest
625

scoring peak. We then attempted to deduplicate sites representing the same copy number variant event by
collapsing clusters of sites with start and end coordinates within 25kb of each other and identical distal
locations for the highest LOD mapping score. After filtering the remaining clustered sites for LOD scores
of at least 10, we were left with 232 candidate sites. We then manually curated this set by removing sites
with incorrect copy number genotyping (determined by manually inspecting read depth histograms and

630

binned depth profiles at each site), deduplicating overlapping sites with similar copy number allele
profiles, and manually re-segmenting the boundaries of these sites by visually inspecting binned read
depth profiles in the surrounding areas and re-genotyping the updated segments.

For mapping of segmental duplication CNVs we followed a similar procedure, omitting manual
635

deduplication and re-segmenting, and manually curating candidate sites based on read-depth genotyping
plots to ensure that the majority of samples were genotyped correctly.

Estimation of dispersed duplication frequency in multi-allelic sites
For multi-allelic CNVs which we determined to be dispersed duplications, the problem of determining
whether all or some of the copy number variant alleles were dispersed remained. We attempted to resolve
640

this by systematically excluding samples which clearly carried particular CNV alleles and re-running the
localization procedure described above. If either re-analysis failed to confirm the existence and inferred
insertion site of the dispersed duplication, the allele was excluded from the reported frequency for the
dispersed duplication. For example, for a site at which the mode diploid copy number in the cohort was 4,
but some samples were measured at copy number 3 and some at copy number 5, we re-analyzed the

645

cohort twice, first excluding samples at copy number 3, and then excluding samples at copy number 5. In
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this example, if the reanalysis excluding the samples at copy number 3 did not confirm the existence of
the dispersed duplication or agree with its predicted localization, we concluded that the deletion allele
implied by the copy number 3 measurements was not actually the absence of a common dispersed allele,
and reported only the estimated frequency of the duplication allele. Conversely, if the reanalysis
650

excluding the samples carrying the extra duplication allele confirmed the initial analysis, we concluded
that it was actually a dispersed copy which was “deleted”, and therefore that all samples in the cohort
carried at least one dispersed copy of the original segment.

Localization of dispersed duplications with linkage disequilibrium
To determine localization mappings using linkage disequilibrium (LD), we extracted the SNP genotypes
655

and copy number calls of each dispersed duplication for the parents within the ASD cohort. We then
imported the SNP genotypes into PLINK [51] and performed the following filtering and QC steps:
removal of sites with call rates less than 85%; removal of sites with a minor allele fraction less than 0.5%;
and pruning of sites with pairwise LD of greater than 0.5. We then ran a principal components analysis
and used the top four principal components as covariates in the following analyses. For each candidate

660

dispersed duplication, we treated the called copy number for each sample as a quantitative phenotype. We
then ran a genome-wide association analysis for the dispersed duplication copy number phenotype and
plotted the results for both the genome-wide association and for the SNPs within 10MB of the insertion
site for the dispersed duplication predicted from the IBD mapping. For each individual association
analysis we masked out SNPs that fall within the boundaries of the called CNV.

665

Association with GWAS SNPS
We filtered the hg19 GWAS catalog and removed SNPs with a reported association p-value of more than
5E-8. We extracted the genotypes of all parent samples from the quartets in our datasets at those SNP loci
and converted their genotypes into dosages of zero, one, or two, excluding sites at which > 100 samples
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did not have a called genotype for the SNP. We then extracted the called integer diploid copy numbers of
670

all predicted dispersed duplication sites for those samples and computed the correlation coefficient of
SNP dosage and copy number for all pairs of SNPs and CNV sites.

Gene expression analysis
We downloaded all eGenes identified by GTEx v7 [37] in all tissues and filtered the results to gene-SNP
pairs with a q-value of less than 0.05 in any tissue. We then determined the eGene SNP with the highest
675

correlation between SNP dosage and copy number in our samples (subset to the ASD cohort). Because
the only sample level data for GTEx samples available to us was from the GTEx v8 release, which is
mapped to version hg38 of the human reference genome, we determined SNP genotypes and dispersed
duplication copy number in GTEx samples by first lifting over to the hg38 reference the coordinates of
each dispersed duplication and eGene SNP identified above. We then extracted SNP genotypes from the

680

GTEx v8 WGS VCF and used Genome STRiP to re-genotype copy number variants at the lifted-over
dispersed duplication intervals in GTEx v8 WGS data. For each such eGene-dispersed duplication pair,
we then re-computed the eQTL analysis for that SNP in each tissue for which the eGene was reported to
be significant in GTEx v7, using the GTEx v7 expression matrix and covariates for that tissue. To do so,
we fit three models:

685
𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝐸𝑥𝑝 = 𝛼 + 6 𝛽< 𝐶𝑜𝑣< + 𝛽T 𝑆
<

𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝐸𝑥𝑝 = 𝛼 + 6 𝛽< 𝐶𝑜𝑣< + 𝛽UV 𝐶𝑁
<

𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝐸𝑥𝑝 = 𝛼 + 6 𝛽< 𝐶𝑜𝑣< + 𝛽T 𝑆 + 𝛽UV 𝐶𝑁
<

Where NormExp is the normalized expression reported by GTEx v7 for that tissue, Covi are the GTEx
690

covariates for that tissue, S is the vector of SNP dosages for the eGene SNP, and CN is the vector of copy
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numbers of the dispersed duplication CNV the GTEx samples. We looked for eGenes in which p-value of
βCN was nominally significant in the joint model.

Candidate mutation filtering
To produce a list of CNV mutations based on IBD discordancy, we applied a stringent set of filters and
695

manual curation. We began by producing a list of the annotated copy state and IBD status of each quartet
in our entire input cohort at every candidate CNV location. First, we excluded all qCNVs at which either
the copy number of every family member could not be confidently called or we could not assign an IBD
status due to conditions such as a missing IBD state call for the siblings or a partial overlap of the IBD
block with the CNV interval. To further ensure that all copy number states were called correctly, we then

700

excluded any qCNVs for which the copy number call quality score for any individual of the quartet was
below 40. Next, we filtered out qCNVs which were within 250,000bp of an IBD state change for the
quartet, as well as those within IBD blocks within which less than 99% of the SNP markers agreed with
the final called IBD state of the block. We then removed all qCNVs at sites which overlapped with any of
the dispersed duplications identified in our previous analyses, as well as those at sites which fell within

705

regions of size at least 1MB within the mask that we used to filter out SNPs for IBD analysis. Next, we
removed qCNVs from quartets that contained any samples that were flagged in the CNV discovery
process as containing a genome-wide excess of depth variability in 2kb windows. We further filtered out
qCNVs from families that appeared to be outliers for the number of discordant qCNVs detected at this
point in the analysis by removing those families where the number of discordant qCNVs was greater than

710

the median count plus two times the median absolute deviation of the count across all families. We then
attempted to remove problematic CNV sites by filtering out all qCNVs from sites at which more than 1%
of the qCNVs remaining for the site were IBD discordant.
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At this point we subset the remaining qCNVs to those that came from the ASD cohort and had a
715

discordant IDB-CNV status. In this remaining set of discordant qCNVs, we first attempted to merge
overlapping and/or fragmented sites which represented the same CNV event by sorting the qCNVs by
family and then by genomic coordinates and then joining together pairs of qCNVs at which the start of a
site was within 10kb of the second site and the copy numbers called for each family member were
consistent. We then turned to manual curation of the remaining mutation candidates. We generated plots

720

showing the histogram of normalized read depth estimates for the cohort at the site, the depth profile in
bins tiled across the site, and a visualization of the SNP markers and IBD state posterior probabilities at
each marker in the neighborhood of the site (see S11 Fig for an example). We then manually curated the
remaining sites, removing candidates for the following reasons:

725

•

Poor copy number calls, usually the result of incorrect boundaries for the discovered CNV
interval. If a called CNV interval overlaps regions where a sample is in different copy number
states, the estimate of total copy number for the sample will be incorrect. We also removed all
duplication calls of less than 2500bp due to an observed high rate of erroneous copy number
genotyping.

730

•

Poor IBD state calls. We removed qCNVs that had insufficient informative SNP markers between
the nearest recombination site and the CNV interval. We also removed any sites for which the
Phred-scaled posterior probability of the called IBD state at the closest left- and right- flanking
informative SNP markers was less than 10.

•
735

Potential somatic events, at sites where the normalized depth estimate for the samples in the
family consistently fell far away from an integer value.

•

Potential rare dispersed duplication events, where either multiple discordant qCNVs remained
across the cohort, or the observed copy state within a single family was inconsistent with a simple
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CNV in one of the offspring, and the qCNVs were consistent with a rare dispersed duplication
allele.
740

•

Other sites with multiple discordant qCNVs, indicating that the site was problematic for copy
number genotyping.

In the remaining set, for sites at multi-allelic CNVs, we conducted an LD analysis for total copy number,
as we did for dispersed duplications, to capture further instances of potential rare dispersed duplications
745

that might be tagged by SNPs in other parts of the genome. Finally, we examined the allelic fraction of
paralog-specific variants within the CNV interval. In several instances we used this to determine whether
the mutation event was a gain in one sibling or a loss in the other, and we excluded sites that contained
PSVs with allele fractions incompatible with the proposed IBD state and a simple gain or loss in one of
the siblings. An overview of the filtering steps described above and how many qCNVs were filtered at

750

each stage is given in S5 Table.

Detection of mutations in segmental duplication paralogs
As described above, we evaluated the IBD concordancy of copy number state within pairs of segmental
duplications by limiting our analysis to pairs of segmental duplications at which both siblings in the
quartet shared the same copy number state. To detect and characterize mutations, however, we conducted
755

an additional analysis to determine which paralog in each SD pair was varying in copy number, similar to
previous analyses [1]. To do this, we calculated the estimate of copy number using only uniquely
mappable loci within each paralog of the SD. Using the copy number likelihoods for each of these
paralogs, we limited our analysis to quartets in which the most likely copy number state for one of the
paralogs was two for all members of the family, and the other paralog had a copy number estimate other

760

than two for at least one family member. We then plotted these estimates against the copy number
estimate derived from the SD as a pair, which uses only positions in the interval with identical sequence
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between the two paralogs. In cases where it was clear that only one paralog varies in copy number (S13
Fig), we conducted our mutation analysis using the IBD state of the quartet at the varying paralog. This
produced one additional mutation call not detected by the previous methods, and allowed us to clarify the
765

nature and interval of previously detected mutation candidates.

Data and Code Availability
Data from the Simons Simplex Collection was obtained through SFARI Base. Approved researchers can

obtain the SSC population dataset described in this study (https://www.sfari.org/resource/simonssimplex-collection/) by applying at https://base.sfari.org. The schizophrenia cohort data is in the
770

process of being submitted to an access-controlled public database; this manuscript will be updated
with the location and accession number when they become available. Because the immune deficiency
cohort data was generated for a research project on immune-deficiency syndromes, it will be
published in an access-controlled public database concurrently with that study when it is complete.

775

The tools used to compute IBD state between siblings, annotate Genome STRiP copy number calls
with IBD discordancy information, and localize dispersed duplications are available at
https://github.com/cwhelan/quartetibdanalysis.
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Supporting Information
S1 Fig. Number of recombinations detected per sibling pair, broken down by cohort used in this
study.
925

S2 Fig. Within IBD-1 blocks from all sibling pairs, the ratio of SNP sites supporting a paternal
origin of the shared haplotype.
S3 Fig. Number of copy number variant sites called in each sample during the first round of CNV
calling.

930
S4 Fig. A cluster of dispersed duplications detected in 1q21. The segment or segments at which
variable copy number was detected are plotted in black; the 95% confidence regions for the locations of
the dispersed segments are plotted in gray.
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940

945
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S5 Fig. Correlation of copy number events detected in 1q21. Pairwise scatter plots of sample copy
numbers in the cluster of CNV events detected in 1q21. In this case the variable segments exhibit high
correlation, indicating that they are mostly participating in a single large copy number polymorphism.
S6 Fig. A cluster of dispersed duplications observed at the edges of the polymorphic inversion in
8p23. The segment or segments at which variable copy number was detected are plotted in black; the 95%
confidence regions for the locations of the dispersed segments are plotted in gray.
S7 Fig. Correlation of copy number events detected in the 8q32 cluster. Pairwise scatter plots of
sample copy numbers in the cluster of CNV events detected in 8p23. The measured copy numbers of pairs
of segments have low correlations, indicating that they are capturing different dispersed duplication
polymorphism events.
S8 Fig. Paralog specific variant analysis of the first of two mutations detected at the GOLGA8A/B
locus. See S9 Fig for the other mutation. In this family, the IBD state between siblings at this locus is
IBD-0, and the diploid copy numbers are father: 1; mother: 2; sibling 1: 3; sibling 2: 1. Plotted are allele
fractions of SNP variants present only in the father’s copy of the segment on the y axis, and position on
chromosome 15 (within the CNV region) on the x axis. Although the father had only a single copy of the
segment at this genomic region, the clustering of allele fractions at 66% in the sibling with copy number 3
indicates that two copies of the father’s segment were transmitted to that child -- and therefore a de novo
duplication of the segment appeared in the father.
S9 Fig. Paralog specific variant analysis of the second of two mutations detected at the GOLGA8A/B
locus. See S8 Fig for the other mutation. In this family, the IBD state between siblings at this locus is
zero, and the diploid copy numbers are father: 2; mother: 1; sibling 1: 3; sibling 2: 1. Plotted on the y-axis
are the allele fractions of SNP alleles which were found in sibling 1 that were present in only one, but not
both, of the parents, and were not found in sibling 2. Position on chromosome 15 (within the CNV region)
is plotted on the x-axis. Variants which were present only in the father cluster at 66% allele fraction, while
47
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970

variants that were specific to the mother cluster at 33% allele fraction. This indicates that sibling 1
received one copy of the mother’s segment at this locus, and two copies of one of the father’s segments,
which was duplicated de novo.
S10 Fig. A complex rearrangement at the DDTL / GSTT2 locus. Normalized read depth profiles for the
ASD cohort are shown across the locus, where each horizontal line represents the normalized read depth
in a single sample in each binned genomic location. Profiles for the two siblings in which the mutation
was detected are highlighted as follows: Sibling 1: Red; Sibling 2: Yellow. The siblings are IBD-2 at the
region. Divergence of the two sibling’s profiles shows that Sibling 1 has undergone a complex
rearrangement involving a duplication of the sequence present at approximate coordinates 24,282,00024,300,000 on chr22 (highlighted in blue) and a deletion of a segment at approximate coordinates
24,324,000-24,343,000 (highlighted in green).
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S11 Fig. A visualization of the IBD state as supported by SNP markers in the vicinity of a potential
CNV mutation. The top tracks show the location of SNPs with various characteristics used by the IBD
calculation algorithm to determine IBD state in the vicinity of a copy number variant -- in this case within
segmental duplications at the AMY locus, indicated by dotted vertical lines. Top two tracks: MATERNAL
and PATERNAL indicate whether the SNP supports inheritance of a maternal or paternal haplotype given
that the IBD state is 1. The next six tracks highlight which SNPs could support which IBD states. For
example, a SNP marked ONE_OR_TWO could support either IBD-1 or IBD-2 status. Below these all
SNPs are shown, colored according to the IBD state with the maximum posterior probability, as well as
the mask that was used to filter out SNPs for the purposes of IBD state calculation. At the bottom of the
plot, the log10 posterior likelihoods of each IBD state at each SNP are shown. In this case, the quartet is
in IBD 2 state at the center of the plot, with a transition to IBD-1M 1.5 Mb upstream.
S12 Fig. Copy number variation at paralogs of segmental duplications. Data for two different pairs of
annotated segmental duplications are shown. Within each pair, we plot the estimated copy number
computed by measuring read depth in only the upstream copy of the SD (Paralog A), the downstream
copy (Paralog B), and the sum of the two paralog copy number estimates, on the y-axis. On the x-axis we
plot the estimate of the copy number for the pair of paralogs, based on read depth at pairs of loci that have
identical sequence content in both paralogs. In each of these cases it is clear that Paralog A is varying in
copy number across the cohort and not Paralog B, so we used only the IBD state for Paralog A in
mutation analysis. For each of these examples, the copy number estimates for the four members of a
quartet determined to have a mutation are highlighted.
S1 Table. Dispersed Duplications.

1000

S2 Table. Dispersed duplications with significant effects on gene expression.
S3 Table. Additional information for de novo CNV mutations that were not identified in previous
analyses of WGS data from the same families [8–10]. Additional information is given about the events
listed in Table 3.
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S4 Table. A list of studies associating the copy number of the GSTT1 and GSTT2 genes with various
phenotypes.
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S5 Table. Filtering process for identifying CNV mutations. We began by considering the copy number
state for every family in our input cohorts at every CNV site detected in our input CNV set. We call the
grouping of the copy number state of a quartet and the IBD state at a CNV site a qCNV. Beginning with
95.6 million qCNVs, we applied a series of automatic filters and manual curation to identify a set of 41
mutation calls.
S1 Appendix. Characteristics and localization plots for all dispersed duplications identified in this
study.
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